The Chair of International Finance (Prof. Dr. Stefan Ruenzi) is offering a part-time position as

**Student Research Assistant (all genders)**

starting on 15 September 2024.

We are looking for a Bachelor/Master student (m/f/d) with a focus on assisting the chair’s team in data collection projects and general administrative tasks (20 – 30 hours per month). We intend the new student assistant to start in September or October 2024 (depending on your availability).

**Your tasks include:**

- Assistance in the collection/processing of data and preparation for statistical analyses
- Data management and verification
- Operational support of the chair, e.g. content management on the chair’s websites
- Administrative tasks
- Optional: Online data collection using web crawlers, scrapers or APIs
- Optional: Data analysis support in the context of research projects

**Your profile:**

- Fluent English skills
- Ability to diligently execute tasks
- Experience in programming (e.g. Python) would be beneficial but is not required
- Any experience/knowledge in empirical research or data science would be beneficial

**What we offer:**

Note that we usually offer remote work opportunities as well as flexible working hours by mutual agreement.

Applications from persons with a disability (minimum 50 %) are given preferential consideration provided that they are appropriately qualified. The University of Mannheim is committed to increasing the quota of women and
thus encourages women with appropriate qualifications to apply.

If you are interested in applying, please send your application documents via e-mail by 18 August 2024 at the latest:

sven.vahlpahl@uni-mannheim.de

If you have any questions about the position, please contact Sven Vahlpahl at

sven.vahlpahl@uni-mannheim.de

Data protection

Please find detailed information on the collection of personal data from the data subject according to Article 13 GDPR on the university’s homepage: www.uni-mannheim.de/datenschutz-bei-bewerbungen.

Submitted application documents will only be returned if you enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope. Otherwise, they will be destroyed in accordance with current data protection law after the application procedure has ended. Electronic applications will be deleted accordingly.

If you apply by e-mail, please note that protection of confidential data cannot be guaranteed as unauthorized third parties might gain access to unencrypted e-mails during transmission.